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Why Machine Learning?

I What is Machine Learning for Hearing Aids (HA)?
I Data-driven HA (algorithm) design

I Why machine learning?
I The perceptual objective function is simply unknown
I Still, it’s easy (trivial and almost instantaneous) for a human

to judge a preference for either of two differently processed
instances of the same sound event
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Preference Learning
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Preference Learning for a Noise Suppression Algo
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HI Design by Interactive Machine Learning
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Research Issues

I Curse of Dimensionality
I 140 parameters with 5 interesting values per parameter

(e.g., very low, low, medium, high, very high) leads to 5140

candidate settings (� 5110, the number of electrons in the
universe)

I Efficiency
I What is the best next query? (Bayesian experimental

design)
I Learning by neighboring parameters. (how to define

neighborhood?)
I Learning from other patients. (transfer learning)
I Alternative user interfaces (more bits per query?)
I Dealing with inconsistent preference feedback
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Interactive Bayesian Optimization

acquisition max

acquisition function (u( ·))

observation (x)
objective fn (f( ·))

t = 2

new observation (xt)

t = 3

posterior mean (µ( ·))

posterior uncertainty
(µ( ·)±σ( ·))

t = 4

Figure 1.1: An example of using Bayesian optimization on a toy 1D design
problem. The figures show a Gaussian process (GP) approximation
of the objective function over four iterations of sampled values of the
objective function. The figure also shows the acquisition function in
the lower shaded plots. The acquisition is high where the GP predicts
a high objective (exploitation) and where the prediction uncertainty is
high (exploration)—areas with both attributes are sampled first. Note
that the area on the far left remains unsampled, as while it has high
uncertainty, it is (correctly) predicted to offer little improvement over
the highest observation.

slider twiddling into the framework easily.

In Chapter 2, we provide the necessary background for the problem.

We formally present Bayesian optimization with Gaussian processes (§2.1)

and describe various acquisition functions (§2.2) and the role of Gaussian
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From: Erik Brochu, Interactive Bayesian Optimization (Ph.D. Thesis, UBC, 2011)



Discussion Topic: Shift of Technology?

DSP algorithm 

DSP processor 

Fitting SW

Audiologist

Patient

DSP algorithm 

DSP processor 

Machine Learn.

web/mobile

Patient

today future?



Further Reading (a.o.)

I Starkey SoundPoint. Interactive parameter exploration and
fitting on iPad (iPhone)

I http://www.ear-machine.com/EARs.html. iPhone
tuning app

I Academic
I http://hearclip.nl. Personalization of Hearing Aids

through Bayesian Preference Elicitation (TU/e)
I Prof. Joachim Buhmann (ETH Zurich)
I Prof. Lars Kai Hansen, Dr. Jan Larsen (DTU Informatics,

Copenhagen)

http://www.ear-machine.com/EARs.html
http://hearclip.nl

